
Sizes: S, M, L, XL

Ruffle
HUND COUTURE
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Ruffle
What you’ll need

Ruffle

RufflesBody

Equipment

1x

1x 1x

1x
FRAKTA Bag

Sewing Machine Pair of Scissors

30cm Velcro

1x
20cm Velcro

Tail

1x
FRAKTA Bag

1x
10cm Velcro

Collar

2x
Long Handles

Pattern Piece

Available  
to download  
here

S 1xS 1x  
FRAKTA Bag
M 2xM 2x  
FRAKTA Bags
L 3xL 3x  
FRAKTA Bags
XL 4xXL 4x  
FRAKTA Bags

1x
FRAKTA Bag

https://www.ikea.com/au/en/files/pdf/76/25/7625af36/ruffle_pattern-piece.pdf
https://www.ikea.com/au/en/files/pdf/76/25/7625af36/ruffle_pattern-piece.pdf
https://www.ikea.com/au/en/files/pdf/76/25/7625af36/ruffle_pattern-piece.pdf
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1

2

Ruffles

Preparing your bag
Cut lines at handle attachment of bags.  
Keep for later use.

As the name suggests, the ruffles are a key part of the Ruffle look.  
To make them you need to cut a minimum of 27 donut shapes out of your bag,  
these are stitched together to form a long ruffle which can then be trimmed  
as needed to the right length to make your body, tail and collar ruffles. 

Ruffles

Cutting ruffles
Fold bag, place pattern piece and cut to make  
as many donut shapes as possible from the bag. 

Ruffles
Ruffle

Cut along solid line



3 Ruffles

Joining ruffles
Open up and join circles together at splits. 

Sew to create a long line of ruffles ready to be attached.

6 7

Sew along 
the dotted 

line

Sew along 
the dotted 

line

Body
Ruffle
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1 Body

Preparing your bag
Cut lines at handle attachment of bags.  
Keep for later use.

2 Body

Cutting body piece
Lay your FRAKTA bag flat  
and cut along side seams.

3 Body

Cutting body piece
Open bag up then refold along centre line. 

Ce
nt

re
 L

in
e Centre Line 

Centre Line 
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4 Body

Cutting body piece
Position body pattern piece along centerfold and  
cut to appropriate size. Fit and further trim to adjust  
design to your hund.

Centrefold

5

6

Body

Attaching chest fastening
Attach and secure velcro to create the chest fastening as shown. 
Ensure the loop (soft) side of the velcro is facing the dog and the 
hook (grippy) side is away from them. 

Body

The belly band
Using a handle to create the belly band, sew one end to the  
body piece as shown. Measure and trim to fit your hund,  
then attach and secure velcro to both the band and the body 
piece as shown. Ensure the loop (soft) side of the velcro is facing 
the dog and the hook (grippy) side is away from them. 

Velcro

Velcro

Velcro

Sew Line 

Velcro
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7 Body

Back ruffles top
Measure and trim two rows of ruffles to sit down the spine  
of the body piece, cut and pin to create folds then sew to secure.

Body

Back ruffles top
Repeat to create three rows of ruffles down  
the back of the body piece as shown.

Sew here

Sew here

Tail
Ruffle
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1 Tail

Preparing your bag
Cut lines at handle attachment of bags.  
Keep for later use.

2 Tail

Cutting tail piece
Lay your FRAKTA bag flat  
and cut along side seams.

3 Tail

Cutting tail piece
Open bag up then refold along centre line. 

Ce
nt

re
 L

in
e Centre Line 

Centre Line 
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4 5Tail

Cutting tail piece
Position tail pattern piece along centerfold 
and cut to appropriate size. 

Tail

Attaching ruffles to tail
Attach six rows of ruffles across the tail piece as shown.  
Three of these are full rows, three are half rows to add volume.

Centrefold

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

6

6
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6 Tail

Attaching tail to body
Attach velcro to tail and body piece. Ensure the loop 
(soft) side of the velcro is facing the dog and the hook 
(grippy) side is away from them.

Collar
Ruffle

Velcro

Velcro Velcro

Tail 
attaches 

here

Tail 
attaches 

here

Velcro
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1 Collar

Preparing your bag
Cut lines at handle attachment of bags.  
Keep for later use.

2 Collar

Cutting collar piece
Position pattern piece on bag fabric and cut.

3 Collar

Attaching ruffles to collar piece
Sew three rows of ruffles to collar. 

Sew ruffles along here

Sew ruffles along here

Sew ruffles along here
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4 Collar

Attaching trim
Add IKEA trim from bag handles to top and bottom of neck 
piece, keep excess trim either side of collar to from attachments.

5 Collar

Finishing collar 
Measure to comfortably fit your dog’s neck then trim excess 
before adding velcro attachments. Ensure the loop (soft) side 
of the velcro is facing the dog and the hook (grippy) side  
is away from them. 

Add IKEA trim here

Add IKEA trim here

Velcro

Velcro

Velcro

Velcro



HUND COUTURE is designed to be worn on red carpets.  
To keep your dog comfortable make sure to find the right  
fit and always supervise your hund while they’re strutting  

their stuff.

© Inter IKEA Systems B.V. 2021


